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Course
Code

Course Title Course Outcomes

lst Year:-
DCC I-A

ACCOUNTING -1 COI :- Students learn basic
accounting knowledge of preparin g
journal , ledger etc.
CO2:-Preparing final A./C of
organization by way of P&L account
and balance sheet.

CO3:-To understand the difference
between manual accounting and
computerized account.
CO4:-Apply appropriate judgment
derived from knowledge of
accormting theory to financial and
decision making.
COl:- T o impact the students about
the basics terms ofbusiness and
commerce and other allied sectors of
commercg.
CO2 :- To provide the krowledge of
various types of Business
organization and their merits and

demerits like sole trader partnership

and joint stock company.

CO3:- To get knowledge about
management concepts and
organization structure.

COS3:- To have a basic knowledge
of functional management to remain

COl:- To understand the basics of
computer.
CO2:- Implementation of
M.S.WORD functions in word
document.
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BUSINESS
ORGAMSATIONAND
MANAGEMENT

Computer Knowledge
and Photoshop

DSC 2A

DSC 3A..
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CO3:- Creafion of presentation by
using m.s.power point
CO4:- perform different tools in
Photoshop blur effect, quick edit,
duplicate layer etc.

DSC IB. Accounting-II:- CO1:- The students have to
understand the
CO2:- To provide the students about
the creation and charge ofprovisions
and revere.
CO3:- The students have to learn
about the importance of creed
instruments and treatment of bill of
exchange in books of accounts.
CO4:- The students are going to have
an idea about consignment and joint
venture both theoretically and

a

acticali
Business Economics CO1 :- Students leam basic economic

terminology of economics.
CO2:-Students learn about utility and
difference laws of marginal utility
from which they can measure the
level of satisfaction ofa consumer.
C03:- Students leam about cost and
output and the various cost concepts,
types and they can analyze the
benefits out ofthe costs ofthe
product.

C04:- Students get knowledge of
how demand of a product fluctuates
depending on different factors and
thet elasticity.
CO5:- Students learn about
international trade balance of trade

a

a

and balance
III year 5h
semester:-
DSC IE

Cost Accounting CO I :- To give a brief Idea about cost
of products and how will it derived.
CO2:- To know how to are certain
lhe cost ofproduct and what are its

\
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main elements determine the cost
baring on material.
CO3:- To give a knowledge about
the labour the second major element
of cost how it was valued.

CO4:- To understand the different
methods of costing applicable for
different evaluation ofcost of
products and service.
CO5:- To have an idea about the
different types of costing techniques
useful for management.

COI:- To get the ideas of basic
elements of income tax.

CO2:- The students }now how to
calculate salary income ofthe
individual.
CO3:- Students get knowledge to
compute the income fiom house
property.
CO4:- The students know how the
tax competend an income from
capital gain.

CO5:- The students get knowledge of
compensating the total income of an

individual.

a

TaxationDSC IE

COI :- To give knowledge of the
students about earth and other
aspects which influence the
commercial activities.
CO2:- To give an idea about
different soils and crops and

agriculture.
CO3:- To give an idea about overall
forestry structure in tndia and legal
aspects related to forestry.
CO4:- To give idea to the student
about minerals and water resources.

DSC 3E Commercial geography

COl:- Analyze a given problem and

develop an algorithm to solve the
DSCIF Programming rn 'C'

I
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problem.
o CO2:- Understand the structure ,

syntax and semantics of C
programming.

o CO3:- Choose different control
structures like decision control, loop
control to solve the Problem.

e CO4:- To leam the concepts of
basics data types derived data tlpes
and uses defined data types.

o CO5:- Understand how to perform

various FILE I/O ons

COI :- Differential database systems

fiom file systems by enumeration the

features provided by database

systems and describe each in both
function and benefit.
CO2:- Desip entity- relationship
diaglams to rePresent simPle data

base applications.
CO3:- Draw various data models for
Data base applications.

CO4:- Understand the basic principle
of distributed database management

a

a

S

Data Base management
systems

DSC 2F

COI :- Desigrr static web sites with
HTML and CSS and designing
dynamic web sites with java script.

CO2:- Develop interactive web
pages with regular expressions event

handling.
CO3:- Create an online form bY

usin field validations

Web technologyDSC.3F

COI:- To impart the knowledge of
marketing concepts and tiPS of
marketing.
CO2:- To give a brief idea about

consumer markets and buYers

behavior.
CO3:- To understand the c of

MARKETINGDSC -IG
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product management.
CO4:- To have an idea of pricing
decisions.
CO5:- To give the knowledge of
product promotions and
distributions.

DSC-2G AUDITING COI :- To impart the knowledge in
basic concepts of auditing.
CO2:- To understand and have an
idea of different types ofaudits.
CO3:- To get a knowledge ofhow an
audit will be planned.
CO4:- To get a knowledge about
vouching and investigations.
CO5:- To get an idea of company
audit and different aspects of

a

c auditor
DSC.3G MANAGEMENT

ACCOUNTING
COl:- To import the knowledge of
management accounting.
CO2:- To have an idea about ratio
analysis.
CO3:- To give knowledge about the
funds flow, statement ,its concepts
and its uses.

CO4:- To give an idea ofcash flow
statement and its preparation.

DSC-IH- TALLY COI :- Understand the accounting
software and creation of company.
CO2:- To know the knowledge of
creation of ledgers.
CO3:- To know about creating of
vouchers.
CO4:- To prepare the preparation of
P&L&C, balance sheet and other
f,urancial reports.
CO5:- Get knowledge of inventory
vouchers.

a

DSC -2H E-commerce CO I :- Understand distribution

:
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between e-commerce and e business
and identity the key elements of
different types of business models
and gain practical knowledge.
CO2:- Understand key E-business
application and their application in
daily life.
CO3:- Recognize the fundamental
principles of E-business and its
impact in different field.
CO4:- Explain the value added, risks
and business in adoption of mobile
commerce.

a

a

COI :- Creating a data base in PHP
my admin.
CO2:- Read and process data in MY
SQL database.

CO3:- Writing server side scripts by
using PHP.
CO4:- Create an online form by
using field validations.
CO5:- Understood how to use

session variables ,sefting cookies
creatln de sessions in PHP.

DSC 3H- Phy-my-SQL

Enterprice Resource
planning

CO1 :- Students to understood about
overview of enterprise systems.

CO2:- To understand the plannurg

design and implementation of cross

functional integrated ERP systems.

CO3:- To understood the ERP
software solution in small, medium,
and large scale enterprise.

CO4:- To learn the importance of
business process management.

CO5:- To learn the ERP
implementation understand the
maintenance of ERP.

CO6:- To know the customer
relationship management and chain

a

rlana

DSC 38
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DSC 1B Banking theory and
practice

COI :- The students learn about
banking organizations and different
types of banks.
CO2:- The students get knowledge
about different types of banks around
the world.
CO3:- The students know how the
development of banks takes place.
CO4:- The students understand and
get practical knowledge about
banking operation.
CO5:- The students learn the role of

a

col banker and banker.
DSC IC Corporate accounting COI i Students will gain the knowledge

of how the capital ofajoint stock
companies raised from the public and
how it was recorded.
CO2:- To get the knowledge of different
tlpes of shares like right issues and
bonus shares.

CO3:- To impart the knowledge of
deliberation and different types and how
they recorded in the books ofAccounts.
CO4i The students will gain knowledge
in how the goodwill valued and the
various methods of valuation of
goodwill.
CO5:- The students will get knowledge
of valuation ofshares and its methods of
valuation.
CO6:- Students get knowledge how the
companies will prepare the frnal B/C
CO7:- Students will gain that what are
its prowling under comforters act2013.

a

DSC 2C Business STATISTICS COI:- To give knowledge of
statistical tools and their application
in real life
CO2:- To impart the knowledge of
data collection and data tabulation
CO3:- To impa( the knowledge of

{
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calculating and central tendency
values and dispersion value .

CO4:- To get a knowledge of
identifoing relation between two
factors in the form of co relation and
regression
CO5:- To impart the krowledge of
presenting data in various diagramic
forms like histogram, bar diagrams,
pie diagrams etc.

DSC 2D Business laws COI :- The Students understand the
meaning of contracts and valid
elements of contracts with reference
to Indian contract act.

CO2:- The students understand about
offer and acceptance is important to
become a contract valid.
CO3:- To know about the capacities
ofthe parties and contingent
contract.
CO4:- To know about various
elements involved in sale of goods
acr 1930.

CO5:- To have knowledge in
contemporary systems of cyber laws
etc.

DSC 3C Office automation tools COI :- To gain knowledge on the
parts of MS excel, entering and
editing data, formulas and printing
options.
CO2:- To acquire knowledge on
formating options, functions in excel.
CO3:- To gain knowledge on charts,
macros, scenarios, What-lf analysis
in excel.
CO4:- To acquire on fundamentals of
MS Access, creating tables, forms
CO5:- To gain knowledge on sorting
of data in MS Access , printing data
and how to create relationship,

8
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viewing and deleting relationship
between tables.

COl:- To able to understand a
student about business analytics
process and data analytics.
CO2:- To understand the business
analytics as business challenges.
CO3:- To impart how to calculate
tabulation and cross tabulation of
data.

CO4:- To impart how the data is to
be checked by applying various
statistical tools like Hypothesis
testing etc.
CO5:- To give knowledge about the
data exploration and deriving.
CO6:- To give knowledge about
SPSS packages

business analyticsDSC 3D
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